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INTRODUCTION

Of all the favours of All\h I that we are given, time is probably the one 
that is least appreciated, the one that least significance is given to, and 
is definitely the one, that the least benefit is derived from. 

A person should contemplate that from a 24 hour day that All\h I 
grants us to worship, work, rest and recreate, how much of it are we 
actually giving back to All\h I as an expression of gratitude towards 
Him.

Of our duties towards All\h I that of late we have started to fulfil, are 
we giving anything above and beyond them to the Almighty? Are we 
performing anything out of love and adoration of our Creator, and not 
just what we are commanded to do?

Just 15 minutes is an extremely concise publication of acts which 
although they are not Far}, will help us to try and get some time out of 
our self-imposed busy schedules and turn towards All\h I, which is 
not benefitting Him but ourselves.

In the Shar|`ah, little action reaps tremendous Reward- blessings.

Virtuous acts reap two types of reward, the first “Thaw\b Isti#q\q|” 
(Deserved Rewards) and the second, “Thaw\b Fa}l|” (Reward through 
All\h’s I Grace). The rewards referred to in the A#\d|th wherein it is 
stated that one will receive the blessings (reward) of reading one or 
more Qur’\n refers to Thaw\b Fa}l|, (i.e. such additional reward that is 
more than what is deserved for the performed act).

One can just within 15 minutes read this small compilation and confer 
the reward to some deceased beloved and simultaneously get the 
reward for oneself as well.
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S$RAH AL-F¬TI*AH
 

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. ‘AL-چAMDU LILL�H• RABBIL-`�LAM•N,

2. ‘AR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M,

3. M�LIKI YAWMID-D•N

4. ‘IYY�KA NA`BUDU WA ‘IYY�KA NASTA`•N

5. ‘IHDINAS-SIR�£AL-MUSTAQ•M

6. SIR�£AL-LADH•NA ‘AN`AMTA `ALAYHIM,

7. GHAYRIL-MAGH-ˆŪBI `ALAYHIM WA LAˆ-ˆ�LL•N
 

In the Name of All\h, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.

1.  All praises and thanks be to All\h, the Lord of all the Worlds.
2.  The Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
3.  The Owner of the Day of Resurrection.

4.  You alone we worship, and You alone we ask for help.
5.  Guide us to the Straight Way,

6.  The Way of those on whom You have bestowed Your Grace, 
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7.  Not (the way) of those who earned Your Anger, 
nor of those who went astray.

Significance: Reading S[rah al-F\ti#ah once holds reward equivalent 
to the reading of two-thirds of the Qur’\n.

ad-Durr al-Manth[r

¬YAH AL-KURS£
 

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

‘ALL�HU L� ‘IL�HA ‘ILL� H¤.  ‘AL-چAY-YUL-QAYŪM 

L� TA‘KHUDHUHŪ SINATUW-WA L� NAWM.  LAHŪ M� 

FIS-SAM�W�TI WA M� FIL ’ARˆ.�MAN DHAL LADH• 

YASHFA`U `INDAHŪ ‘ILL� BI ‘IDHNIH. YA`LAMU M� BAYNA

‘AYD•HIM WA M� KHALFAHUM WA L� YUچ•£ŪNA 

BI SHAYIM-MIN `ILMIH• ‘ILL� BI M� SH�’.  WASI`A 
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KURSIYYUHUS-SAM�W�TI WAL ‘ARˆ.��WA L� YA’ŪDUHŪ 

.IF{UHUM��WA HUWAL `ALIYYUL `AZ•Mچ

In The Name Of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

All\h! None have the right to be worshipped but He, 
the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all that exists. 

Neither slumber nor sleep overtake Him. 
To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth.
Who is there that can intercede to Him except with His Permission? 

He knows what befalls them, 
and what lies behind them. 

And they will never encompass anything of His Knowledge except 
that which He wills. 

His Throne extends over the heavens and the earth, 
and He is tireless in guarding and preserving them. 

And He is the Most High, the Most Great. 

Significance:  The one who reads ¬yah al-Kurs| after each Far} %al\h 
will have nothing preventing him from entering Jannah besides death.

Tafs|r Ibn Kath|r, ad-Durr al-Manth[r, al-Bayhaq|, A{-^abar\n|

S$RAH AL-QADR
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BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. ‘INN� ‘ANZALN�HU F• LAYLATIL QADR.

2. WA M� ‘ADR�KA M� LAYLATUL QADR.

3. LAYLATUL QADRI KHAYRUM-MIN ‘ALFI SHAHR.

4. TANAZZALUL-MAL�’IKATU WAR-RŪچU F•H� BI ‘IDHNI 

RABBIHIM MIN KULLI ‘AMR.

5. SAL�MUN HIYA چATT� MA£LA`IL FAJR.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

1.  Verily We have sent it (this Qur'\n) down in the night of Qadr
(Decree/Power)?

2.  And what will make you understand the night of Qadr?
3.  The night of Qadr is better than a thousand months. 

4.  Therein descend the angels and the R[h (Spirit - Jibr|l-Gabriel)
with All\h's Permission with all Decrees, 

5.  “Peace (from All\h to the believers).” This, until the appearance 
of dawn. 

Significance:  Reading S[rah al-Qadr once, is equivalent in reward to 
reading a quarter of the Qur’\n.

ad-Durr al-Manth[r

S$RAH AZ-ZILZ¬L
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BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. ‘IDH� ZULZILATIL ‘ARˆU ZILZ�LAH�.

2. WA ‘AKHRAJATIL ‘ARˆU ‘ATHQ�LAH�.

3. WA Q�LAL ‘INS�NU M��LAH�.

4. YAWMA-‘IDHIN TUچADDITHU ‘AKHB�RAH�.

5. BI ‘ANNA RABBAKA ‘AWچ� LAH�.

6. YAWMA-‘IDHIY-YASDURUN-N�SU ‘ASHT�TAL-LI 

YURAW ‘A`M�LAHUM.

7. FA MAY-YA`MAL MITHQ�LA DHARRATIN KHAYRAY-YARAH.

8. WA MAY-YA`MAL MITHQ�LA DHARRATIN SHARRAY-YARAH.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

1.  When the Earth is shaken with its (final) earthquake.

2.  And when the Earth throws out its burdens,

3.  And man will say: "What is the matter with it?"

4.  That Day it will declare its information 

(about all what happened over it of good or evil),

5.  Because your Lord will inspire it.

6.  That Day mankind will proceed in scattered groups that 

they may be shown their deeds.

7.  So whosoever does good equal to the weight of an atom, shall see it.

8.  And whosoever does evil equal to the weight of an atom, shall see it.
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Significance:  Reading S[rah az-Zilz\l once holds a reward equivalent 
to the reading half of the Qur’\n.

at-Tirmidh|, al-*\kim

S$RAH AL-`¬DIY¬T

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1.  WAL `�DIY�TI ˆABچ�.

2.  FAL MŪRIY�TI QADچ�.

3.  FAL MUGH•R�TI SUBچ�.

4.  FA ‘ATHARNA BIH• NAQ`�.

5.  FA WASA£NA BIH• JAM`�.

6.  ‘INNAL ‘INS�NA LI RABBIH• LA KANŪD.

7.  WA ‘INNAHŪ `AL� DH�LIKA LA SHAH•D.

8.  WA ‘INNAHŪ LI چUBBIL KHAYRI LA SHAD•D.



9.  ‘A-FA L� YA`LAMU ‘IDHc BU`THIRA M� FIL QUBŪR.

10. WA چUSSILA M� FIS-SUDŪR.

11. ‘INNA RABBAHUM BI HIM YAWMA-‘IDHIL-LA KHAB•R.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

1.  By those (horses of war) that run panting,
2.  Striking sparks of fire (by their hooves).

3.  And scouring to the raid at dawn.
4.  And raise the dust in clouds the while.

5.  And penetrating forthwith as one into the midst (of the foe).
6.  Verily, man is ungrateful to his Lord.

7.  And to that he bears witness (by his deeds).
8.  And verily, he is severe in the love of wealth.

9.  Knows he not that when the contents of the graves are 
poured forth (all mankind is resurrected),

10.  And that which is in the breasts (of men) is made known.
11.  Verily, that Day (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) their Lord will 

be Well-Acquainted with them? 

Significance: Reading S[rah al-`¬diy\t once holds a reward equal to 
the reading half of the Qur’\n.

ad-Durr al-Manth[r

S$RAH AT-TAK¬THUR
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BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. ‘ALH�KUMUT-TAK�THUR.

.ATT� ZURTUMUL MAQ�BIRچ .2

3. KALL� SAWFA TA`LAMŪN.

4. THUMMA KALL� SAWFA TA`LAMŪN.

5. KALL� LAW TA`LAMŪNA `ILMAL YAQ•N.

6. LA TARAWUNNAL JAچ•M.

7. THUMMA LA TARAWUNNAH� `AYNAL YAQ•N.

8. THUMMA LA TUS’ALUNNA YAWMA’IDHIN `ANIN-NA`•M.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

1.  Rivalry in amassing wealth distracts you, 
2.  Until you visit the graves. 

3.  Nay! You shall soon come to know!
4.  Again, Nay! You shall soon come to know!

5.  Nay! If you knew with knowledge of certainty (the 
end result of piling up, you would not have preoccupied 

yourselves in worldly things).
6.  Verily, You shall see the blazing Fire (Hell)!

7.  And again, you shall see it with certainty of sight!
8.  Then, on that Day you shall be asked about the luxuries (you 

enjoyed)!

Significance: By reading S[rah at-Tak\thur once, it is equivalent to the 
reward of reading 1,000 verses of the Qur’\n.

al-*\kim
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S$RAH AN-NA%R

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. ‘IDH� J�’A NASRUL-L�HI WAL FATچ.

2. WA RA’AYTAN-N�SA YADKHULŪNA F•

D•NIL-L�HI ‘AFW�J�.

3. FA SABBIچ BI چAMDI RABBIKA WAS-TAGHFIRH.

‘INNAHŪ K�NA TAWW�B�.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

1.  When comes the Help of All\h 
(to you O Mu#ammad r)

 and the Victory (of Makkah).
2.  And you see that people enter All\h's religion in flocks,
3.  So then glorify the Praises of your Lord, and ask for His 

Forgiveness. Verily, He is the One Who accepts repentance and 
forgives.

Significance: Reading S[rah an-Na]r once, is equivalent in reward to 
reading a quarter of the Qur’\n.

at-Tirmidh|

بجا 
ي

بتا
��w

بثا
��w

��w
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S$RAH AL-K¬FIR$N

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. QUL Y��‘AYYUHAL K�FIRŪN.

2. L� ‘A`ABUDU M� TA`BUDŪN.

3. WA L� ‘ANTUM `�BIDŪNA M� ‘A`BUD.

4. WA L� ‘ANA `�BIDUM M� `ABATTUM.

5. WA L� ‘ANTUM `�BIDŪNA M� ‘A`BUD.

6. LAKUM D•NUKUM WA LIYA D•N.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

1.  Say (O Mu#ammad r to the infidels): 
"O disbelievers!

2.  "I worship not that which you worship,
3.  "Nor do you worship that which I worship.

4.  "And I shall not worship that which you continue to worship.
5.  "Nor will you worship that which I worship.

6.  "To you be your religion, and to me my religion”
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Significance:  Reading S[rah al-K\fir[n once is equivalent in reward 
to reading a quarter of the Qur’\n.

at-Tirmidh|, al-*\kim, al-Bayhaq|, a{-^abar\n|

 
S$RAH AL-IKHL¬%

BISMILL�HIR-RAچM�NIR-RAچ•M

1. QUL HUWAL-L�HU ‘AچAD.

2. ‘ALL�HUS-SAMAD.

3. LAM YALID WA LAM YŪLAD.

4. WA LAM YAKUL-LAHŪ KUFUWAN ‘AچAD.

In the name of All\h, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.

1.  Say (O Mu#ammad r) He is All\h (the) One. 

2.  All\h is a]-%amad (independent of all, yet all depend on Him), 

3.  He begets not, nor was He begotten. 

4.  And there is none comparable unto Him.”

Significance:  Reading S[rah al-Ikhl\] once is equivalent in reward to 
reading a third of the Qur’\n.

al-Bukh\r|, Muslim, at-Tirmidh|
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ISTIGHF¬R

`ASTAGHFIRUL-L�HAL-LADH• L� ‘IL�HA ‘ILL� HŪWAL

AYYUL QAYYŪM.  WA ‘ATŪBU ‘ILAYHچ

I Seek that All\h’s forgiveness apart from Who there is none 
worthy of worship,

the Eternal, The Ever-lasting. And I repent to Him

Significance:  By reading above du`\’ for seeking divine forgiveness 
five times, all one’s (minor) sins are forgiven even if they are as the 
foam of the oceans.

Mu]annaf Ibn Ab| Shaybah

The Prophet of All\h r has said:

“Who ever reads the
HEART OF THE QUR’¬N

“Y\ S|n”
will receive the reward of reading 
the whole Qur’\n ten ten* times.”

at-Tirmidh|
* ten ten times can mean ten times for each recitation 

or even a hundred times for each recitation.



Divine Words of Encouragment

All\h I has said in the Qur’\n:

man jc’a bil xasanati 

fa lahp `ashru ‘amthclihc,

wa man shc’a bis-sayyi’ati 

fa lc yujzc ‘illc mithlahc,

wa hum lc yu{lampn.

“He that does good shall have 
ten times as much to his credit: 
he that does evil shall only be 

recompensed according to his evil: 
and no wrong shall be done unto (any of) them.”

al-An`\m, 6:160
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TRANSLITERATION GUIDE

Please take note of the table below as our transliteration method may be 
different to those adopted by others. 

The transliterated symbols are unvarying in pronunciation, e.g. the 
representation “s” will remain pronounced as “s” and not distort to “z” in any 
circumstance, e.g. Isl\m is not pronounced Izl\m.

While every effort has been made to ensure the transliteration is as close to the 
Arabic as possible, no alphabet can ever fully represent another. 

This is all the more true where recitation of Qur’\nic verses is concerned as this 
must adhere to the very precise science of Tajw|d. It is therefore imperative that 
the readers do not consider a transliteration a substitute for learning to read 
Arabic correctly from a competent teacher.

"T" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

"TH" AS IN THEN, SOUND
IS WITH RAISED TONGUE 
GUTTURAL SOUND -
ACCOMPANIES VOWEL

"GH" VERY GUTTURAL
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“K” WITH BACK OF 
TONGUE RAISED

“W” READ - NOT SILENT

“Y” ONLY - NOT “I”

“TH” AS IN THIN

“H” GUTTURAL SOUND

“KH” VERY GUTTURAL 
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“TH” AS IN THEN

“S” ONLY - NOT “Z”

"S" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

“DH” USING SIDES OF
THE TONGUE

“D” NO “H” ATTACHED

“B” NO “H” ATTACHED

“T” NO “H” ATTACHED

“SH” AS IN SHIN

A / a
¬ / \

I / i

£ / |

U / u
$ / [

AW or  AUAY or  AI
‘

VOWELS 

CONSONANTS 

Note: Double consonants must be pronounced with emphasis on both letters 
without pause, e.g. allchumma should be read al-lchum-ma.

SHORT “A” AS IN “AGO”

LONG “A” AS IN “HAT”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “PAGE”
ABRUPT START/PAUSE DOES 
NOT OCCUR IN ENGLISH

LONG VOWEL AS IN “SEE”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “HOME”
SHORT “U” AS IN “PUT”
LONG VOWEL AS IN “FOOD”

SHORT “I” AS IN “SIT”

SYMBOLS
SUB*¬NAH$ WA TA`¬L¬
FOR ALLAH “GLORIFIED AND EXALTED IS HE”

%ALLALL¬HU `ALAYHI WA SALLAM
FOR MUHAMMAD “PEACE BE UPON HIM”

`ALAYHIS-SAL¬M
FOR PROPHETS “PEACE BE UPON THEM”

RA<IYAL-L¬HU `ANHU
FOR COMPANIONS “ALLAH BE PLEASED WITH HIM”
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